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Anthropological research carried out in the Mediterranean region during the last 
forty years has produced interesting results. Among the most spectacular i s  the analysis 
of the cade of honour and shame which governs social life around the Mediterranean. 
EgaUtarianism (sometimes on1 y ideologically declared) is seen as one of the significant 
features of Mditerrdnedn societies which form the foundation of the competition for 
honour between presumably eqml members of society. The function of shame is to reinforce 
honourable behaviour. 

It would take too much space to review the abundant literature on specific 
Mediterranean codes of shame and honour. In order to give some idea of the 
anthropological perspective on honour and shame it would suffice to state briefly the! 
findings regarding one tradition, for instance the Sarakawans in Epirus studied by C a rn- 
p b e 1 i (1964). According to Campbell dl Sarakatsans are considered to have been born 
with honour, but it is constantly threatened. In order to conserve i t  they must struggle all 
the time. Fdmily honour can be affected by physical assault or verbal insult against its 
male members and by sexual assault against its female members. The honour of a family 
is an integral part of its social worth and a direct result of its solidarity. The maintenance 
of family honour requires different qualities from men and women: men's courage protects 
the sexual honour of the women from external insult, but women must take care of their 
honour from the inside by modest behaviour (shame). The proper reaction to an outsider's 
atkack is vengeance. It is a duty owed to the honour of the family and not to the memory 
of a particuias murdered individual. Until some kind of balance is reestablished, the 
victim's family is inferior in the eyes of the community to the group of the violator. 

Since a social code is a coherent system with dynamic character, it is appropriate to 
focus its study in time and space. As a period marked by radical shifts in ideology the 
Bulgarian National Revival is a suitable object of study from this perspective. 1 intend to 
describe the views and discourse of Reverend MinEo Kintev (1 836-1 904) from the village 
of Arahdiievo (nowadays Kolarovo), region Stara Zagorid on honour and shame in a 
manner that would allow comparison with the Meditetrmedn corpus of data. This 
corresponds to the general concern of anthropologists to report termln~logi~al usage in 
its own ethnographic context (H e 1 z f e 1 d 1980). As a source 1 use the second edition of 
Reverend MinCo Kgniev's chronicle of his times, which contains also his exile 
correspondence with friends and recards of stories told to him by elders (K T, H r e B 

1985). 
The idcdl of male personality, the man of honour, for MinCo KgnEev. denoted by the 

tern maic 'hero', is the courageous and physically strong man who is capable of defending 
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his legitimate interests by vioience.I This ideal is probably not very ditkrent from that of 
previous generatioas Bulgarians, bur Reverend MinEo's generation was the first which in 
mass widened the range of validity of this ideal mode of behaviour. As established by 
Mediterraneanists, the code of honour and shame regulates social relations among equals. 
It simultaneously prevents one from hurting other people's honour and makes one avenge 
any offence of his own honour. The code of honour and shame comes up in conflict 
situations between equals. Many such confIicts are described in the book. They start with 
verbal abuse or some iniquity which are perceived as damaging to the M H ~ K ' S  honour and 
end with violence sometimes accompanied by various intrigues aiming at its justification. 
In some cases the conflicts come in long, theoretically endless series of episodes. It was, 
on the other hand, not honour but fear that stopped a Bulgarian ofthe 19th century from 
killing a Turk in a conflict or stealing his properly. Acknowledging their social inequality 
with the Turks, most Bulgarians of the previous generations passively accepted conflict 
outcomes that offended their honour. Reverend Minto's generation was the first to 
systematically apply the code of honour across ethnic and religious boundaries. The new 
claim was met with dissatishction not only by Turks, but also by Greeks who were the 
chief targets of the new ideal personality. Bulgarians wanted equal civil rights with the 
Turks and religious independence from the Greek Orthodox Church. At the same time 
Orthodoxy was fiercely reinforced against Protestantism? 

The first part of the book devoted to the received local history meals Reverend 
MinCo's biases towards this new ideal: he chose to recount mainly tales that reflect his 
idea! of proper behwiour and deviations from it. In this way he supplies the reader with 
a time perspective. Seen in depth, the new ideal appears as EI result of multiple 
rearrangements of the rules of contextualration of the code of honour. ,,Banp~ua" 
postuiates the existence of at least three codes of honour with various prevalence in time. 
Reverend MinEo places his own code in the middle of the scale. On one extreme is the 
no-code of those who are not IoHayu and let their honour down3, on the other extreme 
the code of dishonour of outlaws and bandits who in the pursuit of illegitimate goals 
offend other people's honour. These three codes are not discrete entities, but more a 
matter of degree and negotiation. To them correspond three prototypical personalities, 
which (from Rwerend MinEo's perspective) can be dubbed: helpless weakling - mHaK - 
bandit. NaturaIly, from the perspective of the no-code which excludes violence as means 
to defend one's interests, there is no big difference between miayu and bandits. They 
were even referred to in Bulgarian by the same ambiguous term xairdymu 'haidouk~'~, 
Different circumstances of social and political life may force people to switch their code 
of honour md transform from weaklings into mHayu, or from m a y u  into bandits5, or 
from weaklings into bandits. Reversals from m ~ a u  to weakling are also possible. Examples 
of such changes abound in  ,,BaapusaG. 

The term used to denote honour in ,,Bm~pwua" is the standard Bulgarian reum. As 
in Mediterrane~n societies, Buigarian recm is gender oriented: regarding [ernales it refers 
to the virginity of maidens and the chastity of married women? A chaste woman is called 
by Reverend MinEo v e u r n ~ a  f. lit. %onnest' (p. 591). Losing their virginity or chastity. 
women are disbonoured and the verbs Besrecma, o 6 e s r e c m ~ s n ~  'to dishonour' are 
used throughout the book to denote rape. Since sexual behaviour is an integral part of 
honour, it should not come as a surprise that the terms for the two prototypical 
dishonourable acts (cheating and stealing) are extended to denote irregularities of sexual 
behaviour.' But seem may refer to the sexual honour of a man as well: hornasexuality is 
damaging ta the honour of a man (p. TO).' As in the Sarakitsan community, everything 
that has a connection to sex and procreation is considered to be shameful? 

Outside gender context lrecm splits in three: h o n o u r - v i r t u el1, h o n o u r - 
r e p u t a t i o n l h n d  d o n o u u - d e f e r r e c el" Reputation1' and deference are two 



sides of the same coin: one expects people to treat him with the amount u: deference 
which his reputation deserves. Reputation. on the other hand, is tit least partial!y virtue- 
based. This is a point which was obviously reinterpreted in the ideolog c~f  Reverend 
MinEo's generation. From being essential to the reputation of a rnan b r  the previous 
generation of Bulgarians, wealth transforms into a negligibie entity for the new gentration 
if not accompanied by the virfues of a /OHM. This paint comes thraugh ctcarly especiit tly 
in Reverend MinEo's correspondence with some of his much less rddicdl :.eiative:. In spite 
of the dubious significance af wealth for honour-ranking, economic seff-ii~fficiency i s  
important: it is a shame to ask for money (p. 575). 

Status and the reputation based on it compel a person to live up to the expectations 
connected with that status. I t  is considered a shame to do things which at.e incclmpitible 
with one's social status." It is a disgrace and a grave social bIunder, on the other hand, 
not to show deference to a person who deserves it in the eyes of the community [p. 592). 

In contrdst to the situation in some Meditemdnean sccieties I did not: find connections 
between descent and honour. Assuming that an individual was not an illegitimate child, 
he like everybody else achieved honour on his own by his deeds, it was not ascribed to him 
by birth. But a person's honour had repercussions on that of his or her fzirnily members. 

The assertive personality of t h e w ~ a ~  not only supports his claims with violence, but 
may also for the sake of his high gwals cheat, steal and wen kill outside the ethnic and 
religious boundaries of the community with only negotiable damage to his honour. 
,.Bclnpaua" gives examples of such behaviour which can be quite shocking fur the 
contemporary reader. Ethnic solidarity and unity, on the other hand, are considered a 
component of a marc's honour and the lack thereof is regarded as a di~grace?~ It is also a 
means of achieving equal rights with Turks and Greeks and therefore better conditions for 
protecting honour. 

The inner circle of 'us' is double bounded ethnically and religiously. The outer circies 
contain people who have the same ethnicity, but different rcligion (e. g. Protwtants whose 
choice of religion is seen as a repairable mistake); people who have the same reiigion, but 
different ethnicity (e. g. Greeks); people who have both different religion and ethnicity 
(Turks, Moslem Gypsies, Jews). Although both criteria of af'fiUation are important, there 
appears to be a bias towards ethnicity in the sense that for Reverend MinEo's generation 
it appears not to be negotiable, while reiigion is. ,,Bcmpma" offers ewrnples of attempts 
to change one's religion for political reasons and they are viewed with humour by the 
author. Distrust marks relations across religious and ethnic lines even when they are 
peaceful.I6 This attitude is in sharp contrast to the indifference to ethnic matters which 
had been the norm for previous generations.." 

From contemporary point sf  view the everyday behaviour of ~ H ) H Q K  has a childish 
quality about it. We is fascinated by arms and horses. He is always armed and prepared to 
s h o d  in threat orjoy''. T h i s  pointless noisiness attracts to him the attention of his enemies, 
which does not seem very wise for a conspirator. But to assert his new ideal publicly was 
obviously as important to him as to succeed in winning the independence of Bulgaria. 

Etyrnologi~ally Bulgarian recm is an old Slavic ward with cognates in all the Slavic 
languages, connected to the family of *Cisti ' to reckon; to pay attention; to think' (SF 2: 
206-208). That is, honour for the creators oithe term was primarily and mainly deference. 
Other terms fbr deference, besides the reliited nouum, nouem, are motivated in a similar 
way, e. g. Rus. yeawe~ue ,  ysaxambc Pol. uwaiac' 'to observe' (mac~ep 1V: 144). Lat. 
respectus c respicio 'to Iook back', Engl. consideration < k t .  consideratio 'mental em- 
mination, contemplation' <considero 'to view attentively". The considerlltion shown to a 
person was the distinctive feature of the complex notion of honour which caught the eye 
of the name-givers during the Common Slavic period. This choice of motivation should 
not come as a surprise in view of the conclusions reached by anthropologists, cf. Michael 
Herzfeld's statement: ,,Moral taxonomies have to do with the public evaluation of 



behwiour, with degrees of conformity to a social code, rdther than with hypothetical 
inner states" (H e r z f e 1 d 1980341). The show of regard by gift-exchange and treating 
a person to a good dinner and wine, i. e. the concrete signs of respect. the honours, 
civilties, courtesies are central to the meaning of some derivatives of 'honour' in the 
Slavic languages (SP 2:316), because not only presenting of honour requires generosity 
but one also shows deference by genersous gesturesJg, cf. vecmfl 'to honour; to congratulate; 
ti, treat to; to make a gift; to repay' (r e p o e V: 548-549). Romanian also supports the 
tradition, 6. n face cinste lit. 'to make honour' means 'to treat (particularly ta a drink)' 
(DA 112: 426). a cinsti has the same meaning (DA 112: 428-429), There is evidence of the 
same semantic evolution in Turkish: birine ikram efmek "to show honour to, to give a 
present, to offer (a cigarette dc.), to make a reduction in price'.20 A further lexical 
connection between the code of honour and shame and hospitality is made in Reverend 
Minb's usage of a derivative of c p a ~  'shame', orncpawsam ce 'to acquit oneself well in 
front of one's guests' (p. 2061, lit. 'to stop being ashamed'. 

Another sign of deference throughout the book is the lack of challenge to the views 
of a respected person.21 Deference is therefore a mechanism through which the leaders of 
public opinion are able to express Freely their throughts and thus form this opinian. The 
new ideal of Reverend Mince's generdtion was a challenge to the old one and this is made 
clear by the author: the rich elders who were loyal to the Ottoman empire were very bitter 
because they were not held by the younger generation in due respect. Against such 
kkground the connection khwn Bulg. mara 'to hold in qrespect'.dnd Rus. mammb 'to agree', 
m w m b  'to indulge, to humour', both to the FamiIy of CS *taka 'so, thus' (0 a c M e p 1Y:29) 
appears as obvious. 

In contrast to the other Slavic languages, Bulgdrian exhibits one more important 
meaning of recm which is 'fate, let, happiness'. Reverend MinEo makes frequent use of 
the term in this meaning. I t  sounds very logical to the Bulgarian mind: reputatior. is n 
resource allocation mechanism; therefore one's fate depends on one's reputation. ar in 
other words it is all recm. It is ironically a linguistic haphazard that caused this curiously 
Meditemnean semantic connection22 because of phonetical reasons the descendants of 
two different Common Skivic words *&st& 'honour' and *@stb 'part, Iot' coincided in 
Bulgarian (SP 2:194). Romanian offers phonetical evidence of the blending of the two 
words in Oacian Slavic: the Slavic loanwordcinste while keeping the meaning 'honour' of 
*Ensib Ras the vowel of *Epsta (C i o r a n e s c u: No. 1937). 

In the denominal adjectives derived from recm can be traced the whole bunch of 
meanings discussed above: 

4lecrne~ refers to people u, well as things. While in the contemporary language it is 
mostly understood in its connection to honour-virtueI8 and sexual honour, Reverend 
MinEo also uses it actively as a synonym to novtnen, nouurnaeM, i. e. in cannecrion to 
honour-deference: vecrnHomo ca6pariue (p. 265)' 4ecm~omo npaeume~mso (p.409 
and passim), vecmnarna rfep~. o6yu~a (p. 507); ~recmriufi Kpcm (pp. 268. 352, 
4041, YecmHomo eu numMye (p. 409 and passim). In contexts like no-do6pe c#aprn 
recmna. uescelru xusom 6e34ecme~ (p. 3 72) vecmeH appears to refer to the whole 
complex of meanings of qecm. 

Yecmum is almost exclusively connected to 'fate, luck', e. g. daau we 6 d e ~  
4ecmumu ~asad da ce x u s u  IrosapHena (p. 59),6atipaua ... da mu e ~ecmurn (p. 
42), yapbo vecmumu ( p. 641). Congratulations is the field in which meanings 'luck' 
and 'honour' get blended: Germ gives 4 e c m u m s n ~ ,  a derivative of reemurn, as 
equivalent to 4ecmfi 'xoaa HaKoMy H a  Semmo, XOAR 38 M H O ~ O  ~ O A B H  Ha roc~e'  - 
(r e p o B V: 548-549). 

Without actually being an antonym to vecm. Bulgarian cpaw 'shame' which is an 
old Slavic term with cognates in the Indo-European languages (P a k a r n y:615) and its 
derivatives may denote: 
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1) Any event which causes shame: a mistake or failure of the actor, sex related 
behaviour and negative social sanctions. Adjective epaMen refers mainly to this facet of 
cpaM. A partial synonym of cpa& in this sense isnwop 'disgrace' K CS *pozom: *zbriti 
(@ a c M e p Ill: 303) which in other Slavic ianguages also means 'attention, obsetvation'. 
C p a ~  is a wider notion than nosap: sex is shameful but may be far from1 a disgrace. The 
same (polarized) motivation therefore stays both for honour-deference and shame-disgrdce 
when they refer to social sanctions. Social sanctions are equaled to approving or 
disapproving scrutiny of the individual by the community. This is the interpretation 
which enables us to make sense of the proverb: Cedu cad, da He me e cpaM (r e - 
p o 8 Y:239). 

2) The anxiety with which loss of honour (6~3vecmue) is publicly recognized? A 
variety of verbs derived from cpaM are based on this meaning: c p a ~ y s a ~  ce, sacpam 
(ce), nocpaw (ce), mpam (ce), omcpam ce." 

3) The reticent. modest behaviour by which one avoids loss of hanaur and negative 
social sanctions (mockery, rebukes et~,) . '~ Here belong the derivatives c p a ~ e x f i u e  'shy' 
and n p e c p m  ce 'to overcome one's shyness'. Some of the verbs mentioned above can 
be used to denote shyness, e. g. cpaMysaw ce, s a c p a ~ s  ce. A synonym to L ~ U M  in this 
rnedning is cam (not used by Reverend MinEo) a derivative of which had been borrowed 
in Romanian: a se sfii 'to be shy, modest' (DEx). The motivation of this term throws 
abundant light on the way the notion designated by it was perceived: it belongs to the 
family of CS *svojb. Reticence, reservation is therefore seen as 'keeping to oneself .Relicence 
is the behaviour complementary to that OF the mentioned above respected person, who 
expresses his opinions unchecked, or as the Bulgarian proverb has it: Cpm'bm e vywda 
won (r e p o B V:548$. By keeping silent, the bride whose permanent epithets are 
csemusa and CpaMexfiuea, honours her afflnes, cf. ruHsr uecm Ha HRKOZO as a 
synonym to zeseA 'to keep ritual silence' e p o B V:548). 

The disregard of the code of honour is considered to be6e3cpamue ?,shamelessnessm 
or de6enu oru lit. 'thick eyes' (p. 1401, cf. contemporary compound de6e~oouue. Here 
oru 'eyes' appears to be used metonymically foratrye 'face', as i n ~ u r r  cu ovurne lit. 'to 
wash one's eyes' meaning actually 'to wash one's Fdce'. And the face is equaled in the 
Balkans to one's honour-virtue (including sexual honour), cf. Bulgarian HeeeumuHo nuye 
'virginity', lit. 'bride's face' (EEP 111:439), Romanian obraz 'face; honour', cf. a fi gros de 
obraz and a fi ffirfi (de) obraz "to be shameless', obraznic 'shameless' (DEx). Another 
example of metonymy in this sphere is Greek &m"awzog 'shameless, barefaced', lit. 
 kinle less'.^ 

A slightly different understanding, connected with the eyeas organ of sight, is offered 
by Bulgarian 6esouue 'shamelessness', 6esouua 'shameless' <6e3 'without' and ovu 
' e y e ~ ' . ~ ~ A  person too guilty and therefore ashamed to show in Front of someone can ssay: 
HRMIFM. OYU da 20 sudn 'I have no eyes to see him', nmtana oru da usn~73a nped ~ e z o  
'1 have no eyes to come in front of him', cf. also c KOU OYU we  we zneda "with what eyes 
is he going to bok at me' (r e p o B 111:349-350). If sight is perceived as one's organ ,,of 
shame", shameless is the person who lacks the organ and therefore sensitivity in this 
matter. 

As shown by proverbs, c p m  in the sphere of social interaction correlates with 
ZPRX in the religious aphese:40 e ?paornu, ma e u cpauoma; Om Koza e zpexoma, 
om xoparna cpmoma (r e p o s V:238); Kozomo He e cpaAa, Hezo He e u z p ~ x  (r e- 
p o B V239). 

When compared with Mediterranean codes of honour and shame Reverend MinEo 
KinCev's code is found to difTer mainly in one but important point: in the way it draws 
the line between 'us' and 'them'. While for the Mediterraneans the family is 'us', for 

- Reverend MinEo 'us' is ethnically and religiously bounded. The vantage point of honour 



and shame is definitely useful in analyzing the period of fomstion of' Bulgarian national 
self-awareness. 

N O T E S  

' This  ideal comes close to the hrakatsan zda~dpt. described by Campbell. 
a Reverend MinEo was the initiator of an attack against Protestant Bulgarians in the region or eitptlb 

Destroying their school he held the following speech: BHR, 6mrap~. KOHTO anec me ce m~nbwn. ra ce 
mmre nporeclawa, na eapeew, B 6 a ~ e ~ a ~ a  CCH t~tplcna, Ye K O ~ M  ne cnyma, =rep npe3 KOMHHR Ha 
xawara we ro ussanw~ H XHB O&epeM (p.341). 

33aqo HH e 1a1~b~ XHBOT, Koraro w c m ~ a m  ne npnm raea, won npnnw m e ?  Kwna-e HH. 
flIOKeHUTC HM. I4MaHeTO #H H no6111-t.n~ WH Ce n U l T  I4 OTAOMBT, XeHHTe HH li n & U C P M R  HH Ce 
krecrtt~, peuam HH ce qpqa-r, 5ecw a na6mm.r tla Ron. M ~ % K H T ~  m 6 a u ~ ~ e  HH ce xnsw ropm B 
m u a n  nM. UKBO acmme m mea no-noruo? A3 Mncna, ~e H c m p m  e no-cnara OT mma rnycnae 
e yummTencR m n m ,  H 3aTooa ~pu63a  nnti AB ce amste no-nofipe, H ~ H  n a  ot ympe c n y w a  0 pbua, 
npyrorse ne Mome (p. 51 I), 

' Tts~ 6orara~u~  6anrapn. KOHTO HOOeXB HMeTO ,XBBXU~ HnH  CHAM^, ,YOP~W%H'' n 
, c m o m p m  nomo~nn~".  css-raxa XA rpnx aa Mncnar nanre, se Emrapnn woxe WHH ae.eW m ce 
ocso6o~n a na CP napnqa cno6anaa. &me TRX ru rneseure ayMaTa ,~YHTOBHHC~ H ,men K O M M T ~  H 
nw ce qyaalue.  OT ryMa no-nouo. M acem mnanm, K O ~ ~ T O  CH ~ O L I B O J I ~ I B B ~ ~ I C  n p e ~  rm AB 3amme 
Taaoea neuo n n m p e e  ramsa nyMa W*M 0 6 4 0 ~ 0  Haponno amo, re ro Hapnsaxa: Y B ~ R ~ H H H ,  
effnncn3mn, nexpann~aii~a, uapcgn qyluMannn (p. 264). 

"USOM xBaneM aa o6Mpa~e, aa KpaneM - pa6a~a~a  HH ne e cama, ne t Haponnk awn cavo enun 
BRA xafi~yrnyrc (p. 323). 

Recounting the story of Todot, his grandfather's brother, Rwerend M i n b  tellil about his conflict 
with the Turks, and especially with Arab Merdhn over a woman. Todbr md his haidouk friends made an 
ambush on the road for Merdtan. When his enemy together with armed guards and his harem fell into the 
trap and the women st~rted crying Todor said: ,CroA~e. nc onarere, as CLM Tonop mBaoaa, c X ~ H H  

IoHawcrno HAMBM. BaltIaTii recm HWROR He MOIK~ xa aawqn' (p. 35). After that the haidouks disarmed 
the guards and let rhem l a v e  togetha with the women, but kept Merdhn and subsequently killed him. 

Marriages of Turks to Bulprian girIs agdinst the wit1 of their families and their own whhes lire 
referred to as theit (p. 539). GBllib, the disappointed lwer of Srnnktl who chose to marry another man, 
considered h a t  she had deceived him and thus offended his honour. He wanted to kill h a  in revenge. but 
could not find her and kilted instead her father (p. 55). 

' This es Ihe context in which one of Rwerend Minto's friends refus- to let an Armenhn doctar give 
him tm enema, preferring to ask his friend for this service (p. 546). Rwerend Mint0 calls him for thiv redson 
vecmo~m6ue lit. 'honour-loving'. This i s  the meaning afuecmo~ra6ue and recmoddue lit. 'love or honour" 
throughout the h o k  (cE pp. 200, 525).1n Reverend Minto's e'susage the terms correspond ramalIy and 
sernwtically to Greek p!Adr~po, pllloapia (C a rn p b e l 1 1964: 307; D u B o u 1 a y 1976:406). 1i1 the 
standard language recmo~wtiue 'ambition, touchiness' shows a shift, probahly produced under the inffuen~z 
OF Russian. The semantic shift is therefore from 'love of honour-virtue' to 'low of honour-deference'. More 
about honour-virtue and honour-defemnce will be said below. 

Not only tire genitals referred to in the book irs cpam 'shame' (p. 547). but the author's brother 
announces in the following fashion the birth OF his daughter in a letter: To  MU^ upamma. UMO y e  mtr 
Kaxo Y ~ O X B ~ ~ ~ # I I M ,  'le HU ce podu ua 15 @eepyupufi A ~ H K ~  (p. 576). Wedding customs are referred to 
as w e u c ~ u  cpo~~umuu 'women's shames / disgraces' Ip. 139) by Reverend MinEo when he describes his 
wedding. 

I0Appears in contma like taam w?crnma nu nnxwo (p. 31). dwnvam recmma H a  H ~ K L K O  (p. 35), 
nupyuraears seumma na URKWO @. 587), nom.anueu~l retrnrna na HaKO20 (Q. 621). 

" En g. 3ornwu a w a M  recm mexdy mu6ayurne (p. 261); ~ a m o  ce pasmaculru ~ a t i  da ~ u u e  nb 
nu zwfirna vecm (p. 277). 

" Called by Reverend Mink sasdasa~ recm (p. 494), uMaM na nauozo lreumrna (p. 395), npam 
recm (p. 347), 

'I Reputation (gmd or hd) can be refered to in the Balkans and ekewhere as '(good or bad) name', cf. 
h i p .  n u ~ 3 y e a ~  ce c ddpo UME 'to have a reputation'. u3xusa MU douo umc, Ram. a-i i q i  cuir~a 
ntdme r iu (Dwr) "to acquire bad reputation'. 

l4 Rwerend MinEo's father gives, for instance, his horse to the village teacher so that he wouldn't go on 
foot to the nearby town, .w 6 ~ 0  cpaMomno ductcane da mysu" @. 82). Priestv are also offwed the 
special treatment due to their rank: at the hearing of a lawsuit between Reverend Minto and Huein. a 
Turkish oficer, the only seated people wereHusein and the author, who was expressly invitd to sit down ,;as 
a primM (p. 223). 
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